A comprehensive platform for delivering every idea

Easily manage and deliver the projects that will create impact
for your organization. Provide your teams with an easy to
adopt end-to-end Project and Portfolio Management solution
that is defined by your ways of working.
edison365projects is part of the edison365 suite, enabling
organizations to make ideas pay; from the drawing board onto
the balance sheet.

Drive rapid adoption and value
Beautiful and simple to use; the unified PPM
solution that empowers your staff instantly.
Fully configurable
Configure edison365projects to your team’s
requirements. Create a number of templates
and determine what information is stored.
Take control of how you manage your projects.
Use standalone or integrate
Get up and running instantly and use
edison365projects standalone for all your
projects or integrate with third party
tools such as Microsoft Project Online, Project
for the web, Jira, ServiceNow and more.
Up and running instantly

Built for Microsoft Office 365

Access anytime, anywhere

Maximize adoption using the Office 365
applications you are already familiar with,
including collaboration tools such as
Teams and Yammer.

All projects in one place

End-to-end strategy to execution

Always maintained

Add edison365ideas and
edison365businesscase to provide
an end-to-end innovation and portfolio
management solution.

Customizable templates

User-friendly
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Everything you need in one solution
edison365projects delivers on your project requirements:
Agile and Waterfall support

Seamless planning

Manage your projects with both Waterfall and Agile
technique. Support for Agile is included, with drag
and drop task boards.

Prioritize, schedule and assign tasks quickly
and accurately with a familiar UI. Anticipate
dependencies and easily reschedule tasks with an
unlimited number of Gantt charts.

Detailed management reporting

Comprehensive device and user access

Completely transform your reporting, using preprepared templates for a range of standard reports
such as a status or highlight report at both project
and programme level. Use the existing standards,
customize them or create your own.

Use multiple devices to access information;
Windows, IOS, and Android. Users can use different
devices and different browsers to suit their
personal ways of working.

Finance management

In-built collaboration

Manage all project financials in one location
including budget, forecast and actuals as well as
income, benefits and ROI. Easily integrate costs with
your finance system.

Template designs for projects and programmes
provide extensive built in collaboration features.
Use Yammer and Teams to discuss each project
through the easy to use UI.

Enhanced task and risk visibility

Standards and templates

With a Personal Tab, individuals have a highly
intuitive board view of all their personal activities
including tasks, risks and actions across every
project. Users can easily update any item by simply
dragging and dropping.

You can tailor edison365projects to fit your needs
with custom standards and templates. Pre-define
data and tasks to support major project life-cycles,
enabling governance and standardization.

A single source of portfolio,
project and resource data
edison365projects is changing the way
organizations manage their projects
and resources, providing them with the
technology and management to drive
success.
The tool is suitable for departmental plans
through to large sophisticated projects,
supporting all project needs in one system.

Optimize resources
across your
portfolio

Take control of
cost and benefit
realization

Make more
informed decisions

Get real-time
information at
your fingertips

Experience
complete clarity
on portfolio
performance

Enable more
effective
collaboration
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